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Baltimore is a vibrant, picturesque city in Maryland and a major tourist
destination in the state.
The city’s appeal mainly comes from its rich history, diverse culture, and
scenic attractions.
Being one of the biggest cities in Maryland, Baltimore is divided into
various unincorporated communities, each contributing to its real progress
and beauty.
Each of these communities offers many great things for visitors to
discover.
One of these unincorporated communities in Baltimore is Towson.
This charming community is nestled in the northern part of Baltimore’s
city center.
Despite being part of Baltimore, Towson has its own character and beauty
to stand out among other communities in the entire city.
Towson is home to the second most extensive university in Maryland and
various sporting arenas.
This community is easily accessed through Baltimore City’s light rail
service, making it a nice detour from its main attractions.
If you find yourself in Baltimore with much energy and free time, you
should head to Towson.
You’ll be guaranteed to have a lot of fun and excitement.
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Here are the 15 best things to do in Towson and nearby places to pump up
your excitement:

3: Be Amazed By Nature at the Lake Roland

Despite being a major metropolis in Maryland, Baltimore still has a space
for nature to thrive, and it’s found in Lake Roland. It’s one of Baltimore
City’s main natural attractions where locals and visitors enjoy outdoor
recreation like kayaking, picnicking, hiking, canoing, and other activities.
Lake Roland has a total land area of 503 acres. The entire park is home to
a diverse ecosystem of meadows, forests, and wetlands and home to
various species of flora and fauna.Lake Roland is on the community limits
of Towson’s southwest portion.

Final Thoughts
Towson is a thriving community within a metropolis.
The attractions and exciting things to do in Towson speak for itself why
you should visit this place one day.
This post about the 15 best things to do in Towson, and its nearby places is
already a great start for your travel adventure because you’re guaranteed
to find more.
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